Summer Reading Challenge 2024
Picture Book’s Week 4: Tasty Treats

- Dim Sum Palace
  By: X. Fang

- I Really Want the Cake
  By: Lucia Gaggiotti

- Love like Chocolate
  By: Tracy Banghart

- Kimchi, Kimchi Every Day
  By: Erica Kim

- Blueberry Cake
  By: Sarah Dillard

- Groovy Joe: Ice Cream & Dinosaurs
  By: Eric Litwin

- Masala Chai, Fast and Slow
  By: Rajani LaRocca

- Seoul Food
  By: Erin Danielle Russell

- The Only Way to Make Bread
  By: Cristina Quintero

- Fry Bread: A Native American Family Story
  By: Kevin Noble Maillard

- Ice Cream Everywhere: Sweet Stories from Around the World
  By: Judy Campbell-Smith

- Awe-Samosas!
  By: Marzieh Abbas